LANE RESTRICTIONS
Arrivals Level - Terminal 2 / 3
Wednesday, January 8 through Wednesday, April 1, 2020
Monday through Friday Only - Nightly: 1AM to 7AM

ACTIVITY
To facilitate utility work for the Delta Sky Way project, inner lanes between Terminal 2 (Column 2K) and Terminal 3 (Column 3H) will be closed Wednesday, January 8 through Wednesday, April 1, 2020, Monday through Friday only from 1AM to 7AM.

IMPACTS
RESTRICTED:
• Nightly: Inner lanes between Terminals 2 and 3
• LAWA and FlyAway buses must exit Inner Lanes at Column 2K and re-enter at Column 3H

MAINTAINED:
• Vehicular and pedestrian traffic will be maintained at all times
• All impacted shuttle stops on the Inner Lanes (LAWA & FlyAway) will be relocated
• Signage will be posted to guide pedestrians to next available stops as needed

NIGHTLY SHUTTLE RELOCATIONS:
• Terminal 2: FlyAway stop at Column 2L will be temporarily relocated to east at Column 2K
• Terminal 3: LAXit stop on Inner Lanes will be temporarily relocated to Outer Median at Column 3G
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